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Pinecraft Scaffolding is committed to meeting your scaffolding needs
and providing customer satisfaction along with safety and value. We were
founded in 1968 and incorporated in 1983 and bring years of scaffolding
experience and knowledge through our office personnel, warehouse team,
competent scaffold erectors and safety program. This family owned and
operated company offers current and prospective customers the value and
confidence they deserve.
For larger scaffold requests and more complex situations, please allow us
the opportunity to visit your job or review your plans in order to provide an
assessment of the right access solution for a safe and efficient work area. In
doing this, we will be able to provide a quote for a straight rental or a turnkey
installation for your entire scaffold needs from start to finish. Scaffolding will
be erected and dismantled properly, safely, on-time and in compliance with
OSHA regulations.
Whether you are a general contractor, a large industrial or commercial
contractor, or a small trade contractor, we have what you need and want to
thank you for your loyalty and continue to assure you that we will be able to
provide you with quality products and service to which you are accustomed.

PineCraft Scaffolding represents the best manufacturers for our clients.
Granite Industries is a leading U.S. manufacturer of a complete line of Scaffold
Frames, Utility Scaffolds, System Scaffolds & Scaffold Accessories. We also
manufacture Bleacher Seating, Performance Staging, Crowd Control Fencing
and several other quality products.
Qual-Craft Started in 1951, Qual-Craft has a long history of engineering,
manufacturing and distributing quality products to the building trades. For
more than fifty years, Qual-Craft has been the nation’s leading manufacturer
of light duty scaffolding products, roofing and shingling tools, ladder scaffolds
and related safety products.
Werner is a fully integrated manufacturer and distributor of fiberglass,
aluminum and wood climbing products. Our products are backed by over 60
years of state-of-the-art product design, thorough testing, and evaluation
experience, making us the leader in climbing equipment. We manufacture
a full line of safe, professional-grade products for any job and build them to
withstand even the most challenging professional jobs. Werner ladders are
found on more trucks and on more job sites than all other ladders combined.
They are the pro’s choice in ladders.

PineCraft Scaffolding
Access Ladders and Stairs
Access Ladder & Stair Tower System
Stairs for any job in need of temporary stairs or observation towers.
Stairs can also be used for access to work levels within a scaffold,
either by erecting an additional tower along side the scaffold or placing the stair within the scaffold.
Use appropriate end guards for each intermediate unit.
When used as a free standing tower 20’ and over in height, it must be
guyed or tied.

ACCESS LADDER & STAIR TOWER SYSTEM

Ask for brochure and pricing
showing full details.

STARTER SUPPORT ..................(*)ASPR ............ 8# .......... $30.00
ACCESS LADDER 6’ - 6’6”H ....AL6 .................. 38# ........ $130.00
HANDRAILS (PAIR) ..................ALHR ............. 11# ........ $110.00
24”W STAIR SECTION 6’4” TO 6’7”H
...................................................AS64-7X .......... 81# ........ $375.00
24”W STAIR SECTION 5’H .......AS5-7X ............ 81# ........ $370.00
WALKBOARD 28” X 7’L ............SH1 28X7 ........ 44# ........ $172.00
HINGED WALKBOARD 28” X 7’L
...................................................SH1 28X7H .... 55# ........ $190.00
HINGE PIN 3” ...............................HP3 ................. 0.1# ............ $1.50
FOR 6’ STAIR
INSIDE HANDRAIL .................ASIHR7X ....... 15# .......... $70.00
OUTSIDE HANDRAIL ..............ASOHR7X ..... 30# .......... $80.00
TOP INSIDE HANDRAIL ........ASIT64-7X ..... 15# .......... $70.00
TOP OUTSIDE HANDRAIL ...ASOT64-7X ... 25# .......... $80.00
FOR 5’ STAIR
INSIDE HANDRAIL .................ASIHR5-7X ... 15# .......... $70.00
OUTSIDE HANDRAIL .............ASOHR5-7X.. 28# .......... $80.00

CLIMBING LADDER
Tube Type Ladder
3’ .......................TCL3 ..................11#...........$39.00
6’ .......................TCL6 ..................21#...........$54.00
6’ TOP ..............TCLT .................19#...........$50.00
BRACKET ........TCLB ...................5#...........$21.00
Channel Type Ladder
3’ .......................CL3 ....................10#...........$42.00
6’ .......................CL6 ....................21#...........$51.00
6’ TOP ..............CLT ....................16#...........$50.00
BRACKET ........CLB ......................6#...........$21.00
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